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Site analysis
On Site Factors:
1. This house is located in the middle of New Mexico.
2. The house is a one-story dark brown with light blue trim.
3. The house is in a neighborhood with houses on three sides of it. The lot is flat.
4. The front door of the house faces WEST.
5. There is one existing tree on the lot. It is a Pine Tree and they planted after their first Christmas. It is shown
on the Plan at its mature size. They want to keep that tree and decorate it with lights every Christmas.
6. There is an existing large Boulder on the site and it is also shown on the Plan. They left it there so the son
can play on it.
7. There is one existing patio in the back yard, and they want to keep it just like it is. Do not expand it.
8. There is an existing 6 foot fence surrounding the back yard. It is a solid fence and you cannot see through it.
9. The front yard is existing soil and they want it to look nice with the addition of Trees but they want the
Existing Pine Tree to be the focal point. They want their visitors to park on the street so they want the front
door to be noticeable.
Off Site Factors:
1. There are no views looking beyond the back yard. They want you to create some beautiful viewing out of
their Living and Kitchen windows.

Homeowners and their Needs
1. The homeowners are a young couple with one child that is 4 years old and is a boy. The owners works all
day but are home on the weekend and evenings.
2. The homeowners like to play, grill and have birthday parties outside. They need a tree that will get real BIG
so they can hang Piñatas from it.
3. The little boy likes to play in the back but right now there is just soil/dirt. He loves to play on the Existing
Boulder. The Boulder is about six feet in width and is 3 feet tall. The homeowners want you to provide some
interesting play opportunities for him. They think they want some grass for him to play on.
4. They own a medium sized dog that goes in and out of the house with the family.
5. The homeowners want at least one patch of grass that is 10 feet by 25 feet in size for the dogs’ space but DO
NOT want it fenced in separated from the rest of the yard. NO DOG RUN.
5. They also need some shade.
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Entertaining
1. The homeowners like being outside with their dog and son.
2. They want to have their whole family over on the weekends especially during football season. They like to
watch football.

Other
1. The homeowners want a nice backyard that looks good in the winter as well as the summer.
2. The homeowners have enough money to put anything in the yard that you want and or think.

Things you have to include!
1. Put your team number on the back.
2. Write any thing you want the judges to know explaining your design on the drawing.
3. Label everything.
4. Put the scale on the drawing. The scale is 1”= 20’.
5. Put the NORTH arrow pointing in the correct direction.
6. Put a PLANT LIST on the drawing.
EXAMPLE;
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